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PRESS RELEASE ISSUED BY THE OFFICE OF THE SPEAKER 

 

Speaker of the House of Representatives of Malta elected Chairperson of the Small Branches of 

the Commonwealth Parliamentary Association 

 

The Speaker of the House of Representatives of Malta Anġlu Farrugia was elected the first-ever 

Chairperson of the Small Branches of the Commonwealth Parliamentary Association. This election 

was held during the 35th Small Branches Conference held within the 62nd Commonwealth 

Parliamentary Conference organised by the Commonwealth Parliamentary Association in London, 

United Kingdom.  

 

In his acceptance remarks, Speaker Farrugia expressed his gratitude towards the other CPA Small 

Branches which have shown trust in electing him as chairperson. Speaker Farrugia spoke about the 

pressing need of small legislations within the Commonwealth to come together, within their 

smallness, to address common difficulties and strengths and share experiences of their parliaments 

or legislative assemblies. Speaker Farrugia stated that as a state in the Commonwealth, among other 

small countries, Malta has learnt to appreciate the strengths that being a small country brings: being 

flexible enough to be able to work with other parliaments, yet big enough to be influential. Speaker 

Farrugia also encouraged fellow Parliamentarians to be leaders in understanding their citizens and 

advocate in the best interest of their countries, both locally and on multilateral levels, especially in 

contemporary challenges such as youth unemployment, and the ever-increasing importance of 

combating terrorism. 

 

Speaker Anġlu Farrugia was nominated for this role by Carmelo Abela as Executive Committee 

Representative of the British Isles and Mediterranean Region, which nomination was seconded by 

the Speakers of the Cook Islands and Montserrat respectively. The election took place after three 

candidates originally submitted their candidature during the past months. According to the 

Constitution of the Commonwealth, Speaker Anġlu Farrugia will keep this post for the next three 

years. 

 

The Small Branches of the Commonwealth Parliamentary Association comprises of countries in 

nine regions of the Commonwealth and adds up to a total of 43 Branches/38 countries spanning 

from Africa, the Pacific, the Caribbean, America, Australia, Canada and the Mediterranean. This is 

the first occasion where the Small Branches of the Commonwealth Parliamentary Association have 

set up such a role within the organisation. Of the over 180 Branches of the CPA, forty-three 

Branches are classified as ‘Small Branches’ which are defined as jurisdictions having a population 

below 500,000 people. The CPA Headquarters Secretariat works closely with Small Branches in all 

Regions of the CPA to identify their unique needs and requirements in parliamentary strengthening, 

development and cooperation. 


